Assignments by Production Group

Student Producers: Anjali, Melissa

Concept/Story
Co-leads: Madi, Josh
Members: Melissa, Matthew, Vivian, Lara, Nat, Deepti, Ash, Amber, Hannah

Motion/Layout
Co-leads: Vivian, Lara
Members: Madi, Melissa, Matthew, Anjali, Eli, Nat, Josh, Deepti, Ash, Chelsea, Amber, Hannah

Facial Expressions
Co-leads: Yufei, Ash
Members: Madi, Lara, Nat, Chelsea, Amber

Modeling
Co-leads: Matthew, Vivian
Members: Melissa, Eli, Yufei, David

Lighting
Co-leads: Deepti, Chelsea
Members: Madi, Eli, Yufei, Hannah, Vivian

Pipeline/Rendering
Co-leads: Deepti, David
Members: Madi, Anjali, Josh, Hannah

Surfacing/PTC
Co-leads: Nat, Amber
Members: Lara, Josh, Chelsea, Hannah

Audio
Co-leads: Melissa, Matthew
Members: Vivian, Yufei, Amber

Rigging/Scripting
Co-leads: Eli, David
Members: Matthew, Anjali, Josh, Chelsea

VFX
Lead: Ash
Members: Anjali, Lara, David

Trailer/Post/Editing
Co-leads: Anjali, Hannah
Members: Eli, Deepti, Yufei, David

Assignments by Person

Madi
Lead: Concept/Story
Member: Motion/Layout, Facial Expressions, Lighting, Pipeline/Rendering

Melissa
Lead: Audio, Student Producer
Member: Concept/Story, Motion/Layout, Modeling

Matthew
Lead: Modeling, Audio
Member: Concept/Story, Motion/Layout, Rigging/Scripting

Anjali
Lead: Student Producer, Trailer/Post/Editing
Member: Motion/Layout, Pipeline/Rendering, Rigging/Scripting, VFX

Eli
Lead: Rigging/Scripting
Member: Motion/Layout, Modeling, Lighting, Trailer/Post/Editing

Vivian
Lead: Motion/Layout, Modeling
Member: Concept/Story, Lighting, Audio

Lara
Lead: Motion/Layout
Member: Concept/Story, Facial Expressions, Surfacing/PTC, VFX

Nat
Lead: Surfacing/PTC
Member: Concept/Story, Motion/Layout, Facial Expressions

Josh
Lead: Concept/Story
Member: Motion/Layout, Pipeline/Rendering, Surfacing/PTC, Rigging/Scripting

Deepti
Lead: Lighting, Pipeline/Rendering
Member: Concept/Story, Motion/Layout, Trailer/Post/Editing

Yufei
Lead: Facial Expressions
Member: Concept/Story, Motion/Layout, Trailer/Post/Editing

David
Lead: Pipeline/Rendering, Rigging/Scripting
Member: Modeling, VFX, Trailer/Post/Editing

Ash
Lead: Facial Expressions, VFX
Member: Concept/Story, Motion/Layout

Chelsea
Lead: Lighting
Member: Motion/Layout, Facial Expressions, Surfacing/PTC, Rigging/Scripting

Amber
Lead: Surfacing/PTC
Member: Concept/Story, Motion/Layout, Facial Expressions, Audio

Hannah
Lead: Trailer/Post/Editing
Member: Concept/Story, Motion/Layout, Lighting, Pipeline/Rendering, Surfacing/PTC